Welcome!
Bloor West Bikeway Extension
Bloor Business and Organization Drop-In Event

Bloor by the Park BIA: November 13, 7:30 – 10:30 am & 3:30 – 8:00 pm, 1573 Bloor St W
Bloorcourt BIA: November 18, 8:00 – 10:00 am & 4:00 – 8:00 pm, 496 Gladstone Ave
Bloor West Village BIA: November 19, 8:00 – 10:00 am & 3:00 – 7:00 pm, 95 Lavinia Ave
Bloordale Village BIA: November 20, 8:00 – 10:00 am & 4:30 – 8:30 pm, 1140 Bloor W
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Purpose of Event
The purpose of this drop-in event is to provide members of the
local business community on Bloor Street West with the
opportunity to:
1. Learn about the project scope, background, goals and timeline
2. Understand the key decisions that need to be made, and the
criteria that will be used to make them

3. Share their priorities, needs and local insights
4. Discuss general or site specific opportunities and challenges
along the corridor
5. Suggest solutions to help address challenges
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Why Extend the Bloor West Cycle Track?
Extends existing bikeway which has the
nd
2 most people cycling of any corridor in
Toronto – 5,220 per weekday in 2017

13% average cycling mode share (2016) in
this part of the city, with some areas as high as
29%
Connects vibrant neighborhoods – serves
businesses and residents, with many
destinations along the corridor
East-west arterial free of streetcar tracks
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Supporting Policy for the Extension
Council Direction

Vision Zero Road Safety Plan

Initiate planning, design and consultation for an
extension of the Bloor Street West cycle tracks with
implementation as early as summer 2020

Fatalities and serious injuries on our roads are
preventable, and we must strive to reduce trafficrelated deaths and injuries to zero
Separated bike lanes do not solve all cycling
safety concerns, but do help:

Official Plan Goal
Bring all Toronto residents within 1km of a designated
cycling route

TransformTO: climate action strategy
75% of trips under 5 km are walked or cycled by 2050

• Significantly reduce "dooring" collisions
• Reduce sideswipe and rear end collisions
• Reduce motor vehicles stopping in the bike
lane

Additional Corridor Studies
• Bloor West Village Avenue Study
• Bloor Street West Avenue Study
• Bloor Street West Planning Study
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Approved Cycling Network Plan
The Cycling Network Plan outlines steps to grow,
connect and renew cycling infrastructure within the
city.
The 2019 Cycling Network Plan Update names
Bloor West from Shaw to High Park as a Major
City-Wide Cycling Route, in part because of its score
on the cycling impact analysis. The analysis includes:
• Current cycling demand
• Potential cycling demand
• Trip generators
• Transit access
• Connectivity
Also, extending the Bloor West bikeway to
Runnymede Rd would provide a connection to new
cycling facilities on Scarlett Rd.

Major City-Wide Cycling Routes

Excerpt from June 2019, Cycling Network Plan Update Report
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Bloor Street Pilot Project
The Pilot
The goal of the Bloor Pilot (2016) was to install and
evaluate a bikeway on Bloor Street between Avenue
Road and Shaw Street. The desired outcome of the
project was a cycling facility that:
• Improved safety and reduced risk for all users
• Mitigated traffic and curbside impacts

Permanent Design

12.8 m
16.2 m
12.2 m
TYPICAL CROSS SECTION WIDTH

Following extensive monitoring and evaluation of the
pilot project, City Council approved the separated bike
lanes as a permanent installation, including safety and
operational design improvements.
Reconstruction of the roadway to install raised cycle
tracks is currently being performed in coordination with
watermain work along Bloor St West.
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Lessons Learned from the Bloor Pilot
Design

Parking & Access Mitigation

Loading Mitigation

• Cycle track width: Narrow width
in constrained segments makes it
challenging for people who are
cycling at different speeds

• Increased off-street access on
side streets

• Consultation with stakeholders
led to recommended loading zone
and pick-up / drop-offs

• Flexible bollards: Better product
durability could reduce the
frequency of broken bollards
• Parking delineators: Rubber
parking delineators were added to
help guide drivers and reduce the
frequency of parking in the buffer

• Created and distributed a
customer handout with Project
FAQ and Green P parking map
• Grew long-term new parking
through development
• Increased bicycle parking

• Loading zone pavement
markings installed at nine
locations
• Accessible curb ramps and
dedicated loading zone are
provided, as needed
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Economic Impacts of Bikeways on Bloor
Impacts on Bloor Pilot Area

Opportunity on Extension Area

Following the implementation of the Bloor Pilot bike lanes in
2016, two separate studies of the pilot corridor found positive
economic impacts associated with the bikeway.

In 2010, a study of travel and purchasing patterns in the Bloor
West Village BIA found:

Key study findings:
• Increase in average number of customers
• Increase in average customer spending per month following
the implementation of the bikeway

• People who biked or walked spent more per month than those
who drove or took transit

Average number of customers served per weekday

Customer visits and spending by travel choice

• Less than a quarter of visitors to Bloor West Village
travelled by car
• Majority of visitors travelled by active modes (walking and
biking)
Extending a bikeway along Bloor West is expected to improve
conditions for all users and could enhance economic growth.

Over 350,000 people are within a 10 minute walk or bike of the bikeway extension
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Goal of Bloor West Bikeway Extension
Create a safe, multi-modal and vibrant Bloor Street West, by…
• Extending the bikeway to Runnymede Road (currently ends at Shaw St)
• Improving safety and reducing risk for all road users
• Mitigating curbside and traffic impacts

BLOOR WEST BIKEWAY EXTENSION – 4.5km

EXISTING BIKEWAY
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Bloor West Bikeway Extension Timeline
Design to Install 2019-2020

WE ARE
HERE

OCTOBER
Introduction, Issues
Identification, & Mid-Block
Design

MAY
Committee & Council
Approval

NOVEMBER
External Stakeholder
Engagement
Design Options & Impacts

FEBRUARYMARCH
Design Refinement

DECEMBERJANUARY
Design Update &
Intersections

JANUARY
Public Engagement
Design Options & Impacts

AUGUST
Install
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Separation Techniques
Types of Separation

Evaluation Criteria for
Selecting Type of Separation

There are many options for creating separated cycling facilities:
Flexible Bollards
Mounted on Pre-Cast
Concrete Curbs

Flexible
Bollards

Planters

Rubber
Delineators

Pre-Cast
Concrete
Curbs

Concrete Low
Walls

• ability to provide effective separation
between motorists and people cycling
• implementation cost
• maintenance cost
• aesthetics

The preferred type of separation may vary along the corridor depending on
the characteristics of each block.

• durability
• visibility of people cycling

The use of planter boxes would require a maintenance agreement with the
local BIA.

• visibility of device in snow conditions

In many parts of the corridor, flexible bollards mounted to pre-cast
concrete curbs are the preferred type of separation since they perform
well on many of the evaluation criteria shown on the right.

• emergency vehicle operations

• compatibility with parking

• space requirement (e.g. 1.0 m lateral
spacing for planters)
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Separation Techniques
Let us know what you think are some of the benefits and challenges of the separation types shown using
the sticky notes provided.
Flexible Bollards Mounted on
Pre-Cast Concrete Curbs

Planters

Rubber Delineators

Flexible Bollards

Pre-Cast Concrete Curbs

Concrete Low Walls
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Curbside Cycle Tracks
Curbside cycle tracks are the
preferred cycling facility on
Bloor Street West because…

Challenges associated with
curbside cycle tracks can
generally be mitigated:

• motor vehicle speed / volume in
study area

• visibility of people cycling
(mitigated by parking setbacks and
pavement markings)

• reduced conflict with parking
motorists
• lower risk of dooring from parked
cars
• more compact design (fewer
buffers required)
• more comfortable riding
experience

• desire for consistency with the
existing Bloor bikeway

• maintenance (plowing and
sweeping cost included in City
budget)

curbside parking with bike lane
(no protection for people cycling)

• roadway clear width (addressed by
modifying separation technique in
locations)
• curbside access (mitigated with
curb cuts and crossing markings at
loading and accessible parking
zones)

curbside cycle track
(protection for people cycling with bollards and floating parking)
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Safety: Collisions
What this map shows: There have been 43 collisions that have resulted in people seriously injured and 1 fatal collision
between 2007 and 2017. The City has committed to a vision of zero fatal and serious injury collision crashes, and this
project is part of reaching that goal.
How this map will be used: This collision data will be used to identify locations where additional analysis and design or
operational measures are required to improve safety.

Source: All KSI Collisions (2007-2017) dataset from Toronto Police Service
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Safety: Collision Types
Types of serious injury / fatal collisions (2007-2017)
4%

2%

2% 2%

54%

6%

Pedestrian Collisions
Cyclist Collisions

13%

Collision locations
25%

Intersection
Mid-Block

Turning Movement

48
Collisions

Other type of Single
Motor Vehicle Accident
Approaching
Rear End

23%

Undefined
location

69%

Sideswipe

Over 75% of all serious injury / fatal collisions involved
vulnerable road users (pedestrians & people cycling)
Source: KSI Collision dataset from Toronto Police Service

Managing intersection level conflict will be a major
focus point during the design process
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Safety: Understanding Bicycle Collisions
Serious Injury / Fatal Collisions Involving People Cycling
(2008-2018)
Driver or cyclist sideswipe.

9%

Physically separated bike
lanes are expected to
significantly reduce risk
exposure from sideswipe
collisions

9%

28%

Cyclist without ROW rides into
path of motorist.

9%

Introduction of dedicated
turn lanes could help
reduce left hook
collisions

Motorist turned left across
cyclists path.

Driver of cyclist rear-ended
the other vehicle.
Cyclist struck opened vehicle
door.

18%

27%

Source: People cycling KSI Collision (2008-2018) dataset from Toronto Police Service

Cyclist turns right across
motorists path.
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Safety: Understanding Pedestrian Collisions
Pedestrian collisions (2008-2018)

Left turning conflicts are
also a major issue for
pedestrians

4%

4%

Pedestrian hit at mid-block

4%
24%

8%

Pedestrian involved in a collision with
transit vehicle anywhere along roadway
Vehicle is going straight while pedestrian
crosses with ROW

8%

Most major pedestrian
collisions occur when
pedestrians have the
right-of-way

Vehicle turns left while pedestrian crosses
with ROW

Vehicle is going straight through while ped
cross without ROW
Vehicle is reversing and hits pedestrian

12%
24%
12%

Other / Undefined
Vehicle turns left while pedestrian crosses
without ROW
Vehicle turns right while pedestrian
crosses without ROW

Source: Pedestrian KSI Collision (2008-2018) dataset from Toronto Police Service
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Traffic Volumes on Bloor St
What this map shows: the total east and westbound weekday traffic volumes on Bloor Street West is between 6,501 –
13,000 as shown on the map.
How this data will be used: to assist in selecting appropriate separation techniques, designing appropriate intersection
treatments to mitigate conflicts, modifying traffic signal timing and estimating traffic impacts following installation.

Source: 8 hour TMC from Toronto Transportation Services
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Traffic Volume Crossing Bloor St
What this map shows: the total north and southbound weekday traffic volumes crossing Bloor Street West is shown on
the map.
How this map will be used: to assist in selecting appropriate separation techniques, designing appropriate intersection
treatments to mitigate conflicts, modifying traffic signal timing and estimating traffic impacts following installation.

Source: 8 hour TMC from Toronto Transportation Services
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Cycling Network Connections
What this map shows: existing cycling routes that will connect to the Bloor West Bikeway Extension.
How this map will be used: to inform the design of the cycling facility where it is intersected by another cycling route. This
may include pavement marking treatments that accommodate people cycling who are turning left or pavement markings to
assist with wayfinding.

Source: Current Bikeway Network from Toronto Open Data
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Transit Network Connections
What this map shows: existing local (TTC) and regional (GO) surface transit routes that cross Bloor Street West.
How this map will be used: to inform modifications to signal timing, the design of the roadway at bus stops, and
intersection design treatments that accommodate bus and streetcar movement.

Source: TTC and GO Transit GTFS feed
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Future Development Projects
What this map shows: land parcels that currently hold active development applications on Bloor Street West. Land-use in
these locations may change.
How this map will be used: to indicate potential locations for additional off-street parking supply in future.

Source: City of Toronto Development Applications on Bloor Street
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Bicycle Parking
What this map shows: the existing bicycle parking locations on Bloor Street West and nearby locations.
How this map will be used: to identify locations that are served by bicycle parking. Key destinations where demand is
expected to exceed existing bicycle parking supply may become candidates for bicycle corrals.

Future Development Projects

Source: Bike Parking dataset from Toronto Transportation Services
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Bike Share
What this map shows: the location of bike share stations and the volume of trips that they service.
How this map will be used: to identify candidate destinations for new bike share stations.

Source: Bikeshare TO Locations and trip data from TPA
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Project Segments
The study area has been divided into segments that share common characteristics such as roadway width and
BIA boundaries. A detailed roll plan showing the existing conditions for each segment is available for viewing
on the tables in the centre of the room. Please ask staff for assistance if needed.

Source: Current BIA and Ward Boundaries from Toronto Open Data
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Parking Strategies
It is expected that in some segments of the corridor, the number of off-peak period on-street parking spaces
will be reduced. The project team, together with the Toronto Parking Authority (TPA) and various City
departments are exploring the following strategies to offset and mitigate the impact to local businesses and
organizations:
• Identifying opportunities to provide additional on-street parking on nearby side streets
• Reviewing both on-street and off-street parking utilization, current hourly parking rates, and paid
parking zones to achieve the target parking occupancy rate of 85%
• Working with TPA to explore opportunities to increase the supply of nearby off-street parking
• Removing parking from the side of the street with fewer spaces and lower parking utilization where it is
removed from one side of the street (subject to additional evaluation criteria noted on the roll plan drawings)
• Exploring opportunities for a public information campaign during the implementation phase to help motorists
identify where on and off-street parking opportunities exist
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Loading Strategies
The project team needs your input to understand your loading needs. What we need to know from you:
• How many deliveries does your business or organization typically receive per week, and what days / times
do they typically occur?
• Where do these delivery vehicles typically stop for loading and unloading?

• What kind of delivery vehicles service your business?
• Do you frequently have customers or visitors who arrive via Wheel Trans?
• Are there any issues with loading with the current configuration of Bloor Street?
The project team will work to:

• provide parking and loading space on the side of the street with the greatest need or fewest alternatives.
• provide loading zones within the on-street parking zone on Bloor Street or on side streets where
appropriate
• Identify potential alternative loading opportunities in laneways
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Block-Specific Information
• Many of the key design decisions, especially in relation to
parking and loading, will be made on a block by block
basis.
• The roll plan drawings provide information about:
Properties that may be redeveloped in the foreseeable future
Photos from the corridor
Cross section diagrams and associated evaluation criteria
The supply and utilization of parking, as well as the frequency of
pick-ups and drop-offs (PUDOs) for Wheel-Trans, Uber and Lyft
• Street width
• Laneways
•
•
•
•

Roll plans are displayed on the tables

• Use post-it notes to share your priorities and local
insights and identify challenges and opportunities in the
area around your business
• Ask questions and discuss issues and challenges with
staff
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Next Steps
We want your input!
Please provide your local insights by
speaking with staff and completing a
survey questionnaire.
If you have additional questions or
comments, please contact:
Andrew Plunkett
Public Consultation Unit
bloorwestbikeway@toronto.ca
416-338-3033

Upcoming consultation and
engagement events:
• November – business / organization dropins and business survey
• January – public drop-in events and
public survey

Go to toronto.ca/bloorwestbikeway for more
information on the project
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